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President's Message

by Mark Maestrone

Salt Lake City: A Finalist For
the Olympic Winter Games
Here we go again! On January 24, 1995, the
International Olympic Committee selected the four
finalists for the 2002 Olympic Winter Games. In
addition to Salt Lake City, the final four included
Quebec, Canada; Oestersund, Sweden; and Sion,
Switzerland.
Five cities were eliminated: Sochi, a Black Sea
resort in Russia; Graz, Austria; Tarvisio, Italy; Jaca,
Spain; and Poprad-Tatry, Slovakia.
The selection of finalists was made by a blueribbon committee of 10 IOC members. They based
their decisions on a series of evaluation criteria which
included such subjective elements as "personality."
Salt Lake City has been in the running countless
times for the Winter Olympics. For the 1998 Games,
they came in a very close second to Nagano, Japan.
This time, they are certainly favorites. Sensing this,
Salt Lake City is spending millions of dollars to build
the venues necessary to stage the Games.
Once again, the U.S. is on that Olympic roller
coaster ride. To quote ABC's Wide World of Sports,
will it be "the thrill of victory" or "the agony of
defeat"? Only time will tell.
While we wait for the 2002 Games to arrive,
there is still plenty to do to get ready for the upcoming 1996 Olympics in Atlanta.
More and more, we see the various sponsors of
the Games beginning to capitalize on their Olympic
investment. Olympic Rings seem to be popping up
like crocuses in spring.
One of the biggest sponsors is Delta Airlines,
Official Airline of the 1996 Centennial Olympic
Games.
In their recent newsletter that accompanied my
frequent flier mileage update, Delta announced the
debut of their "Wings & Dreams" catalog. Quoting
Delta, their catalog "gives you a chance to be part of
the dream by purchasing first-quality Olympic merchandise such as exclusive screened designs, embroidered jackets, sweatshirts and caps at special prices."
I suspect that pins, coffee mugs, and other less expensive memorabilia are included.
Journal of Sports Philately

The "Wings & Dreams" catalog is available in
the seatback of all Delta flights. However, if you
don't plan to travel that airline anytime soon, you can
call and request a copy at: 1-800-DELTA-2-U. This
is a toll-free call in the U.S. and Canada.
The announcement mentions that the program was
created for Delta Frequent Flyers, but I suspect that
anyone can call and order a copy. I have not received
mine yet, so I will give you more details later.
As I promised in my last President's Message, I
will be "surfing the Net" and reporting on new sites
for sports and Olympic fans to investigate.
For those of you with access to the Internet's
World Wide Web (see my January 1995 column on
page 1) an unofficial site has opened up with information on the 1996 Atlanta Olympics. The Web Master,
as the operator of the system is called, works at
Georgia Tech in Atlanta. He promises to keep folks
up-to-date on the latest news. The URL (Universal
Resource Locator) is: http://www.gatech.edu/3020/
Olympics/olym-proj. lintro. html
Yachting fans will want to check out the America's Cup competition on: http://www.ac95.org. News,
race results and a myriad of other interesting features
should satisfy even the most avid Cup enthusiasts.
For the general sports aficionados, we have three
different World Wide Web sites to report on:
http://www. atm. ch. cam. ac. uk/sports/sports, html
http://tns-www. les. mit. edu/cgi-binlsports
http://www. starwave. com/satchelsports. html
We philatelists can now get the latest on the
USPS via their new Web site: http://www.usps.gov.
Included are complete postal rate charts and mailing
tips.
Last, but not least, the APS and APRL are now
on line via a gopher server. Access them as follows:
Type INFO.PSU.EDU
Go to INFORMATION SERVERS AT PSU
Go to CONTINUING AND DISTANCE EDUCATION,
and press enter.
Happy surfing, and let me know of any new
discoveries!
March/April 1995
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Cricket 101: Fundamentals of the Modern Game
Cricket: It is a game played between two teams of 11
men on a grassy field and can last up to five days.
Air Jamaica
Sky Writings, No. 90
December 1993/January 1994
by Peter N. Street
any of the readers of JSP, especially those who
live in the northern United States and Canada,
seek warmer climates in the winter. In January 1994,
my wife and I flew from Atlanta, Georgia to Montego
Bay, Jamaica on Air Jamaica. One of the articles in the
in-flight magazine was entitled "Jamaica A-Z." Their
description of cricket, which appears above, is a little
like describing Michael Jordan as a retired basketball
player: accurate but a little short on detail.
What, then, is this game that has been reviled by
some and revered by others? Rudyard Kipling, the
English author, in his 1902 poem " T h e Islanders"
contemptuously referred to cricketers as "flannelled
fools at the wicket," whereas Sir James Barrie, the
Scottish dramatist, author of Peter Pan, and an ardent
but not very successful player thought "Cricket is an
idea. It is an idea of the gods."

M

Figure 1. A cricket match being
played on a matting wicket.

. .

The origin of the word "cricket" is unknown. It
probably derives from the Anglo-Saxon word "cricce"
meaning "crooked staff clubbed at one e n d , " and
resembled the thirteenth century game of club-ball. In
1300, Royal Household wardrobe accounts of English
King Edward I (1273 -1307) show reimbursement to
Chaplain John de Leek for equipment and clothing used
by his son (later Edward II) for "creag" (cricket).
There are literature references to "creag" being played
in the Middle Ages. A 1598 document recording a land
dispute mentions its use " t o played Crickett and other
plaies."
Cricket was originally a game for shepherd boys
and children on the downs of Southern England. In the
late seventeenth century the game evolved into a general
sport due to the interest of the great land owners. The
eighteenth century saw the formation of clubs and the
drawing up of the Laws of Cricket. With the nineteenth
century came widespread popularity throughout England
and the British Commonwealth. The game as it is played
today has basically remained unchanged since the late
eighteenth century.
This is now my seventh article written under the
general title "Cricket and Philately." The usual reaction
when I tell my American friends that I play cricket is

—:
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reader of past and future articles on cricket to
better understand the game. There is a glossary
of cricket terms at the end of this article to help
explain the game.

middle stump

off

The Team
leg stump

28

ins

Off
Side

Leg (on)
Side

Figure 2. The wicket for right handed batsmen.
raised eyebrows and puzzled expressions. Several people
who have visited British Commonwealth countries and
have either seen a match live or on television have
expressed the opinion that they still have a limited
comprehension of how the game is played.
Clearly the best way to understand cricket is to be
present at a match with someone who understands and
is able to explain the actions of the players while the
match is in progress. Failing that, can it be explained by
an illustrated article? Hopefully this question will be
answered by the end of this discussion and enable the

A cricket team has eleven players. The
captain, who is one of the players, has complete control of the team during play. He decides on the batting order, who will bowl and
directs the field placings in consultation with
the bowler (and sometimes the wicketkeeper).
Generally a cricket team will have five
specialist batsmen, one or two all rounders
(players who are proficient in both batting and
bowling), a wicketkeeper and three or four
specialist bowlers. The bowlers can be either
fast or slow spin or a combination of both. The
precise make-up of the team depends upon the
opposition and the condition of the pitch.
Once the match has started there are no replacements. If a batsman is hurt while batting he may leave
the field of play (retire) but is eligible to return. If a
fielder is injured a substitute may be provided, however
he cannot bowl or bat.

The Field of Play
A cricket match is played on a large oval grass field
(cricket ground). At the center is an area of extremely

Popping Crease
Bowling
crease
/
Wicket
/

W.
m- 4 6 "

batsman's safe
ground

Batsman's safe ground

22 yds
Figure 3. Plan view of the pitch.
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flat and level turf called the
" t a b l e " (Figure 1). (In
arid climates where it is
difficult to grow grass, a
length of matting is stretched over this area.)
On t h i s t a b l e , t w o
wickets are set up twentytwo yards apart (an agricultural chain) opposite and
parallel to each other. Each
wicket consists of three
cylindrical wooden sticks
(stumps) with two cross
pieces (bails) in grooves on
top of the stumps (Figure
2). The wicket is named
after the wicket gate of
sheep pens in Middle Ages
rural England.
Figure 4. Cricket match in progress showing table and sidescreens.
The distance between
r^^r^^^^p^^^r^^n
the bowling and popping creases is forty-six inches,
equal in length to an English longbow arrow used in
[ PWYAMA WW i
i
Tudor times, for example at the Battle of Agincourt
MP
' Ik ' • ' %-f-.-:.:" M
(1415). The area between the bowling and popping
creases is the "safe ground" of the batsman (Figure 3).
i
Finally, there are two white movable sidescreens located
on the edge of the field behind the wickets to enable the
batsman to see the ball clearly after it has been bowled
; t-ttmmmmimiSi!a
(Figure 4).
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Equipment
A cricket bat is made of wood and resembles a short
oar or paddle with one flat surface. The bat is 38 inches
long with a 4 x h" wide blade. This blade is made of
willow and the handle is of cane spliced with rubber.
The batsman wears protective equipment which includes
canvas pads for the legs, padded gloves for the hands
and a rigid, plastic helmet for the head (Figure 5).
A cricket ball weighs 5V2 ounces and has a circumference of nine inches. The shiny red leather case has
six rows of stitches round the circumference (the seam).
The seam allows bowlers to grip the ball and impart
spin or swing when the ball is bowled (Figure 6).

Umpiring
The game is controlled by two umpires according to
the "Laws of Cricket." One umpire stands at the nonstrike batsman's end behind the wicket to observe the
bowler and ensure that he is bowling legitimately, i.e.
not throwing the ball or dragging his foot over the
bowling crease before releasing the ball. In addition,
this umpire counts the number of balls for the over,
observes the striking batsman for leg-before-wicket
4
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Figure 5 (left). Batsman's equipment.
Figure 6 (right). Cricket ball showing the seam.

decisions and signals to the scorers for boundaries and
extras (Figure 7). The other umpire stands at the square
leg fielding position and observes for run-outs and
stumpings (Figure 8).

Wicketkeeper
The wicketkeeper is a specialist fielder analogous to
the catcher in baseball. He is protected by oversize pads
and gauntlet style gloves. He stands behind the wicket
of the batsman taking the strike. He will stand quite
close to the wicket for slow or medium pace bowling (12 yds), as shown in Figure 9, and much farther back (as
much as 8-12 yds) for the faster bowlers (Figure 10).
He has two primary roles. The defensive role is to stop
the ball when missed by the batsman. Offensively he can
dismiss (get out) the batsman by either .catching the ball
if the batsman snicks the ball with the edge of the bat or
stumping when he is out of his safe ground.
Journal of Sports Philately

Figure 7. Umpire at
wicket.
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Figure 8. Square-leg umpire.

Figure 9. The wicketkeeper crouches
close to the wicket for the slow bowler.

Figure 10. The wicketkeeper stands back for a
fast bowler.
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Fielding
The fielding side consists of a bowler, a wicketkeeper and nine auxiliary fielders placed throughout the
field of play. The position of each fielder depends on
the type of bowling (fast or slow), the perceived style of
the batsman, the state of the game, the tactics of the
captain and the condition of the pitch. Positions are
changed during the match to accommodate differences
in batting techniques and bowling styles. The fielders
stop balls hit by the batsman, catch fly balls to dismiss
the batsman and force run-outs.
One of the minor delights of cricket is the names of
the fielding positions (slips, silly mid-on, etc.) These are
shown in Figure 11. The placing of the fielders depends
strongly on the style of bowling (Figure 12).
A fast bowler usually has several slips as he is
attempting to dismiss the batsman by swinging the ball
and making him mis-hit or snick the ball (Figure 4). On
the other hand, a slow bowler may have several short
fielders close to the wicket (silly mid-on and silly midoff) to catch mis-hits by the batsman.

Bowling
In modern cricket, bowling the ball is delivered
from a run up, overarm and with a straight arm. The
ball normally bounces on the pitch just in front of the
batsman and reaches him between knee and hip height.
A fast bowler may have a run up of 12 to 15 paces
and relies on speed and swing to deceive the batsman
(Figure 13). Speeds of up to 95 mph are not uncommon.
In orthodox fast bowling, the ball is delivered on the
line of, or just outside, the off stump. By the use of
inswing and outswing the bowler induces the batsman to
mis-hit causing him to give a catch to the fielders. Fast
bowlers sometimes deliberately pitch the ball short (a
bouncer) to intimidate the batsman. In this case the ball
will reach the batsman at chest or head height.
By contrast, a slow bowler has a much shorter run
up (just 3-5 paces). He relies on flight through the air
and spin or turn of the pitch. He may bowl either leg
breaks or off breaks (Figure 7). A bowler's only objective is to dismiss the batsman, i.e. get him out. This is
done by hitting the wicket when the batsman misses the
ball (bowled), hitting the batsman's pad when he misses
the ball and it would have hit the wicket (leg before
wicket), and lastly by causing the batsman to mis-hit the
ball which is caught by a fielder before it bounces on
the ground (caught).
In a cricket match one bowler bowls six balls consecutively from one wicket (an over). At the conclusion
of the over the fielders change position and another
bowler delivers an over from the other wicket. The first
bowler takes a fielding position when he is not bowling.
Each bowler delivers a series of overs from the same
March/April 1995
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deep fine log

batsman continues to face the bowling.
If the ball, after being hit, reaches the
boundary (the perimeter of the cricket
ground) after first hitting the ground, the
horl square leg
square leg
strike batsman is awarded four runs. A
ball hit by the batsman in the air directly
over the boundary without bouncing is six
f.iliy mid-on or
lorward short leg
runs.
mic wicket
In the game of cricket the batsman does
extra cover ^ '
not have to attempt a run when he hits the
ball, nor does it count if he misses the ball
(as in baseball). Thus he can just stop the
ball with his bat to defend his wicket.
Consequently a batsman can bat for an
extended period of time. It is not unusual
long o'f
for a specialist batsman in a first class
match
to bat for several hours and score
Figure 11. Location of wickets and principal playing positions on a
over
a
hundred runs in one innings. (For
cricket field for a right hand batsman.
instance, Brian Lara, the Trinidad and
West Indian batsman, recently scored a
record
375
runs
in the first innings of the Fifth Test
wicket until the captain elects to use a different bowler.
match
of
the
series
between the West Indies and EngEach bowler is allowed to bowl one or more series of
land.
He
started
batting
the morning of the first day of
overs in an innings.
the match and was out on the morning of the third day.
In all he batted for 12% hours.)
Batting
Prior to the bowler's run-up, the batsman stands
The role of the batsman is twofold. First, he must
sideways at the popping crease, feet together with the
defend his wicket and avoid being dismissed by the
toe of the bat touching the ground near the back foot
bowler, thus no longer participating in the innings. The
and with his shoulder towards the bowler (the stance)
second is to score runs.
(Figure 14).
In a cricket match two batsmen play simultaneously.
As the bowler commences his run up the batsman
One faces the bowler (this is called "taking the strike"
lifts the toe of the bat until the blade is close to horiand this batsman is called the "strike" batsman or
zontal (the back-lift) (Figure 15). As the bowler releases
striker). The other stands at the other wicket and is
the ball, the batsman has a fraction of a second before
called the "non-strike" batsman or non-striker (Figure
it reaches his bat. During that time he has to decide
7). A single run is scored when the strike batsman hits
what stroke to make. Correct batting is based on a
the ball with the flat part of the bat (blade) and runs
straight bat (i.e. vertical) with the full face of the blade
towards the other wicket and reaches safe ground. For
presented to the ball.
the run to be recorded the non-strike batsman must also
The batsman can either play a defensive (Figure 16)
run and reach his safe ground. Thus the two batsmen
or attacking stroke, or play forward or back—it all
pass each other near the center of the pitch. An odd
depends where the ball hits the pitch. In addition, the
number of runs (one or three) means the non-strike
attacking strokes can be made in an almost 360° arc
batsman will now face the bowling unless the over has
round the wicket. The strokes are named after the direcconcluded. An even number of runs means the strike
tion the ball goes after it has been hit (Figure 17).
long ir*y
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The Game
A cricket game is called a cricket match. Prior to
the commencement of play the two team captains toss a
coin. The winner elects to bat or field first.
The game is initiated by one side taking the field.
Once the umpires have taken their positions the two
batsmen walk to their respective wickets. The batsman
who is to face the bowler first takes his position at the
popping crease and the bowler starts his first over. This
bowler bowls his over (6 balls in succession) during
which time the batsmen attempt to score runs. When a
batsman is out (dismissed) he leaves the field of play
and his place is taken by another batsman. The batting
side continues until there are ten outs (the eleventh
batsman cannot bat alone and is considered "not out").
The score for the batting side is the aggregate of the
eleven batsmens' individual scores, plus extras.
The side which batted first now takes thefieldand
attempts to dismiss the new batting side for a lower
score. The new batting side in its turn tries to make a
higher score in its innings (always plural).
The number of runs scored in cricket matches can
vary enormously. For instance, in the recent Test Series
between England and West Indies the English side was
dismissed for 46 runs in the second innings of the third
Test. By contrast, in the fifth Test Match both the
English and West Indians scored 593 runs in their first
innings. The teams were mostly the same group of men
so the only real physical difference were the pitches as
the games were played at different venues. First class
professional games last for three or four days and each
side has two innings (two groups of ten outs) and the
final score is the addition of the two innings. International Competitions between all star teams, called Test
Matches, last up to five days. A day's play is usually
from 11 a.m. to 7 p.m. with lunch and tea intervals,
giving about 6-1/2 hours of playing time per day.
The captain of the batting side may "declare" if he
thinks it is strategically necessary usually either because
the condition of the pitch is deteriorating or if time has
been lost through rain or bad light, thus not allowing
time for a positive result. With club cricket and limited
overs competitions each side is allowed one innings with
a specific number of overs (55, 50 and 40 overs are
Journal of Sports Philately
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(right).

typical). Normally the team that scores more runs wins
the match. However, if neither side has been dismissed
twice in the prescribed time period the match is deemed
a draw (no result). A tie is when both sides score exactly the same number of runs.
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Figure 14. Batsman's stance.
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Figure 17. Batsman's strokes: square cut (upper right); leg sweep (upper center); on drive (upper right); hook (lower
left); leg glance (lower center); off drive (lower right).

The Score Card
AUSTRALIA V WEST INDIES 1460-61
l a t i t a t . Brianana MaicnT.no

Some explanation of a cricket score card is necessary as that is how the progress, and eventually the
result, of the match is reported in the media. Figure 18
shows a typical cricket score card, albeit an unusual
one, as the match resulted in a tie (the aggregate of the
runs scored in both innings for the two sides is equal).
The players for each team are listed in the order
they batted (the batting order) thus a typical line (see
line 4) on the score card reads: "G.St.A. Sobers. ... c.
Kline, b. Meckiff ... 132 ... b. Davidson ... 14." This
means that Sobers was fourth in the batting order, he
scored 132 runs before he was out in the first innings
and he was caught (c) by the fielder Kline while Meckiff
was bowling (b). In the second innings, Sobers was
bowled (b) by Davidson after he had scored 14 runs
i.e., he missed the ball and it hit the wicket.
The line (see line 5) " J . S . Solomon ... hit wkt b.
Simpson ... 6 5 " means that when Simpson was bowling
to him, Solomon inadvertently hit the wicket (wkt)
either with his bat or with part of his body such as his
foot. This counts as an out.
Other notations are the * against F.M.M. Worrell
and R. Benaud which means they are the captains of
their respective teams. Similarly t signifies that Alexander and Grout are the wicketkeepers.
Extras are runs which are added to the team score
but not to an individual batman's score. B is bye, LB is
leg bye, W is wide and NB is no ball. It is interesting
8
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WSST INCKIS

C C Hunla
C w Smiin
fl B Kdfinai
G Si A Sooars
F U M WorroH'
J S Solomon
P D Lasnlay
F C W Alasandart
S Ramadtwn
w w Hall
A L varanrinn
Lilras

c Banaud o Oavidson
c Grout b Davidson
c Gfoul rj Davidson
c Ktina b Mackitl
c Grout 0 Davrdson
nil wkl D Simpson
C GrOul 0 Klinn
c Davidson b Klinn
c Harvay 0 Davidson
SI Groul a Kuna
not out
ILB3 w 1]

c Simpson b Mackay
c O Nam o Davidson
c Grout b Davidson
bDawdaon
c Growl b Davidson
fcwO Simpson
bOawoson
bBanaud
c Harvay b Svnpaor
bOawtton
notour
IB 14. LB 7. w 21

24
7
IS
132
65
65

It
SO
12
50
0
4

0
5
6
11

a
264

453

Tout

39
6
54
14
65
47

AUSTHAUA

C C McDonald
R 8 Simpson
R N Harvay
NC ON*H
L E Fivnll
K 0 Maefcay
A K Davxjson
R Banaud'
A.T.W Croutt
1 Mnck.lt
L F KUnn
Extras

c Hunts b Sooars
b Ramadnm
bVatantma
c Vawmina 0 Han
runoul
b Sooars
c Am.anoaro Haw
tDwb Has
IbwbHan
run out
not out
|B2 LB8 W1 N 8 4 I

n
15

in
45
35
44
10
4
4
3
15

Kataj
ONatH
WIST MOMS
Hail
Worrall
Soonrs
Valanhna
Ramadnm

0
U
30
2
IB
0
3
0
24
3
•
0
176 6

29.3
30
32
24
15

1
0
0
6
1

R
W
135 5
129 1
IS 0
03 0
25 1
52 3

140
93
115
82
60

4
0
2
I
1

O

24 6
4
21
31
7
4
1

177
IS
S
10
17

U
4
1
7
6
2
0
0

A
B7
It
52
69
IS
14
2

.V
6
0
1
1
2
0
0

3
1
0
4

63
41
30
27
57

5
1
0
0
1

3

16
0
5

26
7

26
60
52
2
2
0
14
231

505

Total

MaCkift
Mackay

OWorraS
caublL.R G a u l 0 Ha*
c Sooars 0 Han
c AWaanoar D Halt
c Solomon b Has
bRarnaoran
runout
cAbnandarbHas
runoul
runout
nor out
IB2.LBt.N8 3)

57

FALL OF WICKETS
A
W1 A Wl
rsr 1st 2 n d 2 n d
13
1
23 84
42 136 90
49
65 194 114
49
239 27S 127
243 361 210 57
263 469 210 92
347 464 241 2 2 6
366 469 25U 2 2 6
452 496 253 2 3 2
453 505 284 2 3 2

knar
ISI
2nd
3rd
4in
Stn
6th
701
SIR
tin
10m

Figure 18. Cricket score card.
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to note that extras are effectively runs "given" to the
batting side by the fielding side. In this match the West
Indian and Australian teams were awarded 27 and 29
extras, respectively. Had one side reduced this number
by just one they would have won the match.
The table below the batting summary in Figure 18
deals with the bowling analysis of the various bowlers.
For instance, let us take a typical line from the Australian group:
O M
17.6 6

Kline

R
52

W
3

O

M

R

W

4

0

14

0

This reads as follows: in the first innings, Kline bowled
17 overs (O) plus 6 balls of the 18th over. (In Australia,
at that time, they had 8-ball overs.) The reason that
Kline did not complete the over was that the West
Indian first innings was over when Hall was Stumped
(st) by Grout. Of these 17.6 overs, 6 were maidens (M),
52 runs (R) were scored off the other 11.6 overs and
Kline claimed three wickets (W) or outs during this time
(Lashley, Alexander and Hall). In the second West
Indian innings, Kline only bowled 4 overs, there were
no maidens and 14 runs were scored off his bowling
with no dismissals.
The remaining table deals with the "Fall of Wickets" (Wickets Fallen). If we review the West Indian
first innings we see that their opening batsmen, Hunte
and Smith, scored 23 runs between them before one of
them was out, presumably Smith as Hunte scored 24
runs in that innings. Kanhai then took Smith's place at
the wicket and he and Hunte took the score to 42 runs
before one of them was out. The dismissed batsman's
place was then taken by Sobers and so on.
You will notice that even though there are eleven
players on each team only ten wickets fall. The batsman
left at the fall of the tenth wicket (tenth out) is recorded
as "not out" (Valentine and Kline).
•

A Glossary of Cricket Terms
Appeal:
"How's
when he
be made

A question asked of one umpire in the words
that?" by any member of the fielding side
considers a batsman to be out. An appeal must
before an umpire can order a batsman out.

Bowler: A member of the fielding side who delivers the
ball from the stumps at one end of the pitch to a batsman guarding the stumps at the other end. He may bowl
underhand or overhand, provided the umpire knows his
intentions, but must not throw or otherwise contravene
the no ball law. No bowler may bowl consecutive overs.
He is credited with dismissing any batsman bowled,
lbw, caught out or stumped off his bowling. (Note: All
bowling in modern times is overarm.)
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Bye: An extra scored when the batsmen run when the
ball, not having been called no ball or wide has passed
the striker without touching him or his bat. Normally
the ball also passes the wicket and the wicketkeeper to
provide the opportunity to score a run.
Declare: To conclude the batting side's innings before
all ten wickets have fallen. The declaration is made by
the captain of the batting side because his batsmen have
made sufficient runs or for tactical reasons.
Delivery:

A ball bowled by the bowler.

Extras: Runs credited to the batting side but not to the
batsman. Byes, leg byes, no balls and wides are extras,
and must be signaled as such by the umpire.
Fielder: A member of the non-batting side placed in a
certain position to catch batsmen out, stop runs or run
out batsmen. One of the fielding side is the wicketkeeper, and any member of the fielding side may bowl
except a substitute.
First-class: Status given to a match of three or more
days duration between teams adjudged first-class under
International Cricket Conference (ICC) laws. This
normally includes all English County Cricket Matches
inter-island matches in the British West Indies, interstate matches in Australia, etc., and all Test Matches.
In-swinger: A deliver which curves in the air into a
batsman from his off side.
Leg before wicket (lbw): A means of dismissal. The
striker, hit on any part of his body or clothing while in
a straight line between the wickets, is out if the umpire
considers that the ball would otherwise have hit the
wicket. He is not out if the ball hits his bat or hand
first.
Leg-break: A deliver which, on pitching, spins into a
right-handed batsman from his leg side.
Leg bye: An extra scored when the batsmen run after
the ball has struck some part of the striker, except bat
or hand, while he was playing a stroke. If no stroke is
played, the batsmen cannot run.
Leg side: The side of the field of play behind the batsman as he takes up a sideways stance.
Maiden over: An over from which no runs are scored
off the bat.
No ball: An illegal delivery, called as such by the
umpire if the bowler throws or, at the moment of releas-
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ing the ball, does not have part of his front foot behind
the popping crease or both feet within (not touching) the
return crease. The striker cannot be bowled, caught out
or stumped off a no ball but, it he hits it, he may run
and those runs are credited to his score. He may, however, be run out. If the batsmen do not run, one extra
is scored. The bowler delivers an additional ball for
every no ball bowled during an over.
Off-break: A delivery which, on pitching, spins into
the batsman from his off side.
Off side: The side of the field in front of the batsman
as he takes up his sideways stance to the bowler.
Out of his ground: Said of a batsman who, while the
ball is in play, has no part of his held bat or person
grounded behind the line of the popping crease.
Out-swinger: A delivery which curves away in the air
from the batsman towards the off side.
Over: Six or, as in Australia, eight consecutive deliveries by one bowler from one end of the pitch. The umpire signifies the end of the over by calling "over"
when he feels the ball is no longer in play.
Over the wicket: A method of delivery in which the
bowler delivers the ball from the hand nearer the
stumps.
Overthrow: A throw from a fielder which carries past
either wicket and allows the batsmen to take another run
or runs.
Pitch: The prepared strip between the two wickets. In
addition, the ball is said to "pitch" when it hits the
ground after being bowled.
Played on: A means of dismissal in which the ball goes
off the bat onto the stumps and dislodges a bail. It is
recorded as bowled.
Retire hurt: To conclude or interrupt a batsman's innings because of injury or illness. The batsman may
resume his innings, with the permission of the opposing
captain, on the fall of a wicket.
Return crease: The line running at right-angles from
the popping crease and extending beyond the bowling
crease.
Round the wicket: A method of delivery in which the
bowler delivers the ball from the hand furthest from the
stumps.

10
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Run: Scored when both batsmen cross and safely make
their ground behind the popping crease at the opposite
end from which they started. If a batsman is dismissed
while running, that run does not count.
Run out: A means of dismissal in which a fielder
breaks the wicket with the ball while the batsman is out
of his ground. If both batsmen are out of their ground
at the time, the one nearer the broken wicket is out. If
the batsmen have already crossed, that run does not
count.
Short run: When a batsman, while running, fails to
ground his bat over the popping crease prior to setting
off on another run, it does not count as a run.
Spin: To impart rotational movement to the ball by
turning the wrist or flicking the fingers at the moment
of delivery so that the ball moves into or away from the
batsman on pitching.
Striker: The batsman facing the bowling. The batsman
at the other end is the non-striker.
Stroke: The technique of hitting the ball. Strokes can
be defensive or attacking and played off the front or
back foot.
Stumped: A means of dismissal in which the wicketkeeper, without assistance from another fielder, breaks
the wicket with the ball, or with the hand holding the
ball while the striker is out of his ground. If he is
attempting a run, any dismissal is a run out.
Swing: The movement of the ball in the air, either into
or away from the batsman.
Test match: An international match between any two of
the nine full members of the ICC. Test matches are
normally of five days' duration, but may be of four or
six days. The current members of the ICC (1994) are
Australia, England, India, New Zealand, Pakistan, South
Africa, West Indies and Zimbabwe.
Throw: An illegal delivery and thus a no ball. A bowler is deemed to throw if, at the moment of releasing the
ball, he straightens his arm from a bent-elbow position.
Toss: The tossing of a coin between the two captains.
The captain winning the toss may have the option of
putting his team in to bat or field first. His decision is
of much tactical importance and has to be taken with
regard to the playing conditions, strength of both sides
and the duration of the game.
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Turn: Movement of the ball off the pitch on pitching.
Twelfth man: A team's reserve player. He may field as
substitute or act as runner, but he may not bat or bowl.
The twelfth man may be changed during a match.
Umpires: The two officials responsible for controlling
the match within the laws of cricket. While one umpire
stands behind the stumps at the bowler's end, the other
takes up his position at square leg. At the end of the
over, they alternate positions. On appeal, they judge
whether a batsman is out, either individually or in
consultation, and signal to the scorers any extras, short
runs, or boundaries.
Wicket: The set of three stumps surmounted by two
bails at either end of the pitch. For the wicket to be
broken, at least one of the two bails must be dislodged.
The term wicket is also used to describe the pitch.

Wickets fallen:
Term used to denote the number of
batsmen dismissed. Only ten wickets can fall in an
innings.
Wide: An extra scored when the umpire considers that
a delivery was too high over, or too wide of, the stumps
for the batsman to reach from his normal batting stance.
The bowler delivers an additional ball.
Yorker: A ball bowled without bouncing that passes
under the bat as a stroke is being played.

Bibliography
There are two excellent Sports Illustrated articles comparing cricket and baseball. One is "This is Cricket" by
Roy Terrell, August 28, 1961, and "Making a Pitch for
Cricket" by John Fowles.

Wicketkeeper:
The fielder, protected by pads and
gloves, who stands behind the wicket to stop the ball
when it passes the batsman.
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1928 Amsterdam Olympics

Translations of the Huygens Cards
Edited by Sherwin Podolsky
(Published with permission of Laurent/. Jonker and translation assistance by Pim Huurman)

T

he Huygens Bookshop had Netherlands postal stationery printed to private order with a surcharge to raise funds
for The Netherlands Olympic Organizing Committee. The designs are varied and often ornate. It is not the
purpose here to provide a listing of all the cards. Instead, the inscriptions on the cards are the challenge because
adequate English translation has been too long lacking. Collectors seeking these cards and not understanding what
the inscriptions mean do not know how to explain them in their collections and exhibits.
Inscriptions were often repeated among the various cards. The reader should match the inscription with the table
below. Some inscriptions are followed by the initials " J . B . " It was thought that J.B. was Jan Broekman, a
contemporary Dutch stationery collector. However, Mr. Broekman disclaimed responsibility for the inscriptions. Thus,
J.B. remains a mystery.

Dutch Inscription

English Translation

1. Als daar straks de wereldgasten juichend door de
straten gaan moet heel Neerland kunnen zeggen daar
heb ik aan meegedaan!

1. Our guests from around the world will soon be
cheering in the streets. All of The Netherlands
should be able to say: " I have contributed!"

2.

[In Latin] Salus populi Suprema Lex.

2.

People's welfare, the highest law.

3.

Steunt het Nederlandsch Olympisch Comite.

3.

Support The Netherlands Olympic Committee.

4.

Historisch vatgelegd voor 1928.

4.

Historically renowned for 1928.

5.

Het heil des volks zy de hoogste wet.

5.

The people's welfare, the highest law.

6.

Nederland is nooit achter-gebleven;
Stelt het ook nu in staat het beste to geven
Op het gebied van Olympische Spelen
En in den roem daarvoor te deelen.

6.

The Netherlands has never lagged behind.
Help it, now, to give its best for the Olympic
Games. Participate in its fame.

7.

Laat heel de Wereld kunnen zeggen tegen Nederland moesten Wij het afleggen.

7.

That the whole world can now say: "We cannot
match The Netherlands!" J.B.

8.

Nederlanders houdt uwe gasturijheid hoog.

8.

Dutchmen! Maintain your high level of hospitality!

9.

Elk Nederlander moet het loven,
Wanneer de Korte golf van Eindhoven
In '28 over de heele
aarde doet hooren:
de Olympiade
was beter dan ooit te voren:
Werkt alien daarvoor krachtig mee
En steunt het Olympisch Comite. J.B.

9.

Every Dutchman should be proud
when the short wave [radio] of Eindhoven
broadcasts to the world in '28:
"This Olympiad was the finest ever!"
Actively take part in it and support the
Olympic Committee. J.B.

10. O. E. H. B. A. H.
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10. Design and publication:" Huygens Bookshop, The
Hague.
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Figure 1. Four different Dutch
inscriptions on this card are translated in the accompanying article:
numbers 1, 2, 3, and 10. The
illustrated sport is soccer. Similar
postal cards show a cyclist, a
swimmer, or a boxer.

Cfcn cents
O.K. H.B. H.A.

Figure 2. Inscriptions 2, 3, 4, 5,
6, and 10 appear on this card. The
inscriptions at the bottom vary.
They identify the amount of surcharge, if any, and printing edition.
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Figure 3. This postal card reproduces inscription numbers 2, 3, 4,
5, 7, and 10.
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OLYMPIAD.1
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E R . Serie B. t-IOOO
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Figure 4. Inscriptions 2, 3, 4, 5, 8, and 10 are contained on this card.

etYrtPirXDE
STEUhT HETNEDERLAHDSCH

OLYMPISCH COMITE
HET

HEIL

BRIEFKAART
(PROEFMODEL)

logtstempeldc
RijksPostzegel

5 cent,

D E S V O L K 4 Z«J OE HOOGSTE WET

aT^^^rnrrn^injrrarararnirpra^rBl^prpjpr^rpffjrprflrprsr^

Elk Hadsrtsndsr moat het lo«en,
Wannesr do Korta golf van Eindhoven
la '21 e»ar da hosts
aarda doot hoaran:
Da O L Y M P I A D E
t i l b a t a r d a n a o l l to v a r a n :
Warkt allan dasrvoor kraehtlg mas
En steunt hat Olympisch Cornlts.
J.B.

MlrV

1 ^

Cfen cents
O. E. H. B.A. H.

Figure 5. The text on this postal card correlates to numbers 2, 3, 4, 5, 9, and 10. This card
is a proof without imprinted stamp.
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An official card and cancel for the 5th FIVB Volleyball World League Tournament was distributed
free to each spectator.

1994 Volleyball World League Tournament
by Gilardi Mauro
he "Final Four" tournament of the 5th FIVB Volleyball World League competition was held July
T
29 and 30, 1994 in Milan, Italy. The contest saw another triumph of the Italian National Team
which easily beat Bulgaria and Cuba. This was the fourth time in five championships that the Italian
team won the competition. It's important to note that the Caribbean team lost for the third time in the
final game against Italy!
As in the previous tournaments, the Italian Volleyball Federation (FIPAV) philatelically commemorated the event with a special postmark used on Saturday, July 30, near the Sport Palace of
Assago in Milan. It is illustrated, above, on an official post card prepared for the occasion. Each
spectator received this philatelic souvenir free of charge.
•
[Editor's Notes: The elliptical cancel reproduces the logo of the competition — a stylized version
of the letters "WL" (World League) are at center. In addition to the city, the inscription around the
edge notes that this is the final game of the tournament. The mascot (an eggplant?) is at lower right
on the card. The remainder of the card is dominated by a photograph of two players holding an
enlarged photograph of a U.S. one dollar bill. One player is holding a banner reading, in part,
"champion," so one must assume that these are members of the Italian team. Can anyone identify
them? And why are these gentlemen holding a dollar bill? Your editor will be pleased to publish your
answers (or guesses) to these questions.]
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Figure 1. 1991 Flag With Olympic Rings stamp, Scott #2528, in booklet pane of 10.

The Flag With Olympic Rings Booklet
by Robert DuBois
he United States Postal Service (USPS) was a
sponsor of the Olympic Games of 1992: the Winter
Games in Albertville, France, and the Summer Games
in Barcelona, Spain. 1992 was the last year in which
both Games were held during the same year. Beginning
in 1994, the Winter Games are being held in nonOlympiad years.
Between 1990 and 1992, the USPS issued a total of
26 Olympic related stamps consisting of six singles and
four sets of five. A "Flag With Olympic Rings" single
was the second issuance in the series.
For the USPS Olympic stamp, program, this stamp
is a "first" in two respects: it is a definitive rather than
a commemorative stamp, and it was issued in booklet
form. Each booklet contains one folded pane of ten
stamps (Figure 1).
Two popular topics, the U.S. Flag and the Olympic
Rings, came together on this 29C stamp issued in Atlanta, Georgia on April 2 1 , 1991. Atlanta hosted the First
Day of Issue Ceremony as that is where the 1996 Centennial Olympic Games are scheduled to be held.
A total of 850 million of these stamps were printed
by Sennett Enterprises at J.W. Fergusson and Sons of
Richmond, Virginia, for KCS Industries. The designer
was New York artist John Boyd. They were affixed in
three different booklet covers produced over a period of
about 26 months.
The USPS Philatelic Fulfillment Service Center at
Kansas City, Missouri sold them as either unfolded
panes of ten or as booklets. The panes and the first
cover type booklets were available from them beginning
April 22, 1991, and continued through June 19, 1993.
The other two booklet cover types were on sale for
approximately the last year of this period. The last day
of sale was noted in the USPS Stamps etc. philatelic
sales catalog of April/May/June 1993: "Not available
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after June 19, 1993."
This presentation emphasizes the differences between the three types of booklet covers.

Booklet Cover Types
A total of 85 million booklets containing a pane of
ten stamps were produced. The initial booklet cover
displayed postage rate charts on front and back (Scott
#BK186, BC67). 60 million booklets were printed.
The second booklet cover included a pass to the
1992 World Columbian Stamp Expo and saw a printing
of 15 million (Scott #BK186A, BC67A).
The third, and final, booklet cover appeared with a
promotion for the USPS Aviation Pioneers book which
told "in stirring pictures and text" the story of pilots
and aircraft designers. 10 million booklets v ere created
(not listed by Scott; my number: BK186B, BC67B).
With ten stamps in each booklet, the total number
of stamps printed was 850 million. Mint copies are not
as prevalent as such a large printing suggests. This is
because many booklets were sold from vending machines and therefore purchased by regular customers to
pay bills and post letters.
While all three booklet cover types differed in text
inside and on the back outside cover, the front covers
also varied. Each type is readily distinguished by the
color of the text, as shown below:

Booklet #

"Ten

Stamps"

"$2.90"

BK186

Black

Black

BK186A

Black

Red

BK186B

Red

Red
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Figure 2. $2.90 serif font on BK186.
There is also a difference in the type face of the
denomination between the original booklet cover and
the two subsequent printings. A serif font was used on
BK186 (Figure 2), while a non-serif, slimmer font
appears on both BK186A and B (Figures 3).
The text variation on the inside and back cover of
each booklet cover type is readily obvious. The back
covers are reproduced in Figures 4-6. The inside covers
are shown in Figures 7-9.

Pane Mounting

Figure 3. $2.90 serif font on BK186A & B.
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Figure 4. Back cover, BK186.
As illustrated in Figure 1, each pane has a single
group of five gravure cylinder numbers preceded by the
letter K on the binding stub (tab): K l l l l l . The " K "
stands for the printer, KCS Industries, and is printed in
blue. The following five digits are printed, respectively,
in blue, red, black, green, and yellow.
Each pane is mounted on the inside of the front
cover. However, I have discovered an oddity booklet in
which the pane has been mounted inverted. In other
words, it is attached to the inside of the back cover.
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BK186.

For a detailed information
booklet about the show,
including special hotel and
airline rates, send a stamped,
self-addressed envelope to:

WORLD COLUMBIAN
STAMP EXPO '92
Exploring the World Trrtxigh

COMPLIMENTARY
PASS

WCSE V2
7137 WEST HIGGINS RD
CHICAGO IL 60656-1972

Figure 8. Inside cover,

PKIaffy

FRIDAY. MAY 22. THRU SUNDAY. MAY 31. 1903
O P E N DAILY 10 OO AM TO 8 00 PM

GOOOFOR
ADMISSION
ANY DAY
OF THE S H O W

Rosemont-O'Hare Exposition Cenler
5555 North River Road - Rosemont, Illinois
(Located minulee from Chicago a G'rtar. Aaporl)

tsaasrate aaacraaai effm VUmmtak

BK186A.

From the Wright Brothers to
William Piper of Piper Cub
fame, and enhanced by an
inrroduetion by famed test pilot
Chuck Yeager. the 56-page
Aviation Pioneers book honors
those who contributed so
greatly to the dramatic progress
in U.S. air travel and commerce.

AVIATION PIONEERS BOOK

8919

USPS SALES DIVISION
PO BOX 449997
KANSAS CITY MO 64144-9997
Njmt
Apt.

Street
Qtv

State

ZIP

D HncltMcd is check or mono order for 516.95,
plus 50 cents handling charge per roi.il ordet
Or you can crurp: to: 0 V I S A *

D M.isterCarvt* Q D1SCOVKR*

Accounr Number:

Figure 9. Inside cover,

BK186B.

Baseball Enthusiast Wanted For Philatelic Research
The American Philatelic Research Library at the American Philatelic Society has a
number of "Ellis File" references on the 1939 U.S. baseball stamp (Scott #855). A
baseball enthusiast is needed who is willing to borrow and research these files and
develop an article for JSP. For details, send an SASE to Sherwin Podolsky, 299
Whitworth Street, Thousand Oaks, CA 9 1 3 6 0 - 1 8 2 6 .
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Figure I. The author's cover for Game 3 of the 1989 World Series was returned to
him with the commemorative cancel and the additional ' 'earthquake'' endorsement.

1989's "Earthquake" World Series
by Leon Vanverre

T

he 1989 World Series of Baseball was known as the
"Bay Bridge World Series." Commuting across the
Oakland Bay Bridge, the San Francisco Giants and
Oakland Athletics alternated play in each other's home
stadium.
However, what was to have been a very happy
event turned into a catastrophe. On October 17 at 5:04
p.m. (California time), shortly before the start of Game
3 in Candlestick Park (San Francisco), a major earthquake struck the Bay Area. Hundreds died as the quake
caused extensive damage to both cities. Game 3, which
had not yet commenced, was postponed until October
27.
A cover sent to San Francisco for that day's special
commemorative cancel was returned to me with both
the requested cancel and an additional red endorsement
(Figure 1). The latter, reproduced below, was applied
across the stamps as well as on the reverse of the cover:

The type font used to spell the word "Earthquake"
appears to vibrate and shake. The letter " H " shows a
suspension cable in the crossbar, the whole resembling
the suspension bridge towers of the Bay Bridge.
The U.S. Postal Service Western Regional Headquarters planned to offer two commemorative postcards
for Game 3 with the added endorsement (one dated

i

HME3

.

THE U S . rOSI'Ai StRVICK
1 >c Sa* Frawix- OnUsns1
HAY U RIDGE
W'OKIJi SEHJKS.

3 • r'
§.
SU V BESaJP
STATO.

FRANCISCO
CA 941S8 . OCT 17, 1969

T 19X9 f
Oakland

GAME 3
POSTPONED DUE TO

EARrBQUArKE
5:04 PM OCT. 17th
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Figure 2. A few hundred ' 'earthquake'' endorsed postal
cards were released to the media. The endorsement was
removed from cards sold to the public.
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October 17, the other dated October 27). Initially, the
idea was to offer the two cards to people making a $ 10
donation to the USPS Earthquake Relief Fund. The
proceeds would then be donated to the Salvation Army
and American Red Cross. The specially endorsed cards
were not approved by USPS Headquarters. Approval to
distribute the cards was withdrawn on October 27.
However, a few hundred of the earthquake inscribed
cards were sent to the media (Figure 2).
Eventually, the USPS decided to release copies of
both cards without the special endorsement to people
donating $10 to the relief fund. The reverse of these
cards depict a batter in red, white, and blue (Figure 3).
Only one other country raised funds through philatelic means for the victims of the California earthquake.
The Caribbean nation of St. Vincent overprinted and
surcharged its baseball sheetlets of July 23, 1989 for
this purpose.
The stamps on all three sheetlets commemorating
baseball award winners and rookies (Yvert 1165 N/W,
1165X/AF and 1165AG/AO) were surcharged 10c
(Figure 4). The selvedge of the sheetlets was then
overprinted "California Earthquake Relief Fund 1989"
(Michel 1369/1392, not listed in Yvert).
The U.S. philatelic agent for St. Vincent, IGPC of
New York City, did not accept its usual commission on
the surcharge. The first day cancel of the surcharged
sheetlets (Figure 5) depicts a collapsed Bay Bridge
framed inside a baseball. The text reads: "Calif. Earthquake Relief Fund."
•

ST. VINCENT

Figure 3. The reverse of the USPS card sold to the
public reproduced a stylized batter in red, white, and
blue.
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Figure 4. St. Vincent overprinted and surcharged 3
sheetlets of baseball stamps for a California Earthquake
Relief Fund.
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Figure 5. St. Vincent's first day cover for its surcharged earthquake relief stamps.
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Turkey's Participation in the
First Olympiad, 1896
by Sherwin Podolsky

I

n 1895, Turkey commissioned the preparation of
original watercolors for a series of twelve stamps
(shown in Figure 1, at right). Two of the designs were
prepared for the First Olympiad of modern times at
Athens in 1896 (Figure 2, below). Because of political
differences between the Greek government and the
Ottoman Empire at the time, the designs were not used.
However, Turkey participated in the First Olympiad. Alajos Szokolyi placed third in the 100 meter race.
Gyula Kellner placed third in the Marathon. Dr. Ferenc
Mezos in his book The Modern Olympic Games (published in 1956) includes this footnote:
"Velokas, who finished third, was disqualified by the
jury for having violated the rules. Some publications list
Velokas third. According to Thorpe, an Italian competitor was second and made a somersault just before he
finished. Italy did not even participate in the Athens
competition."
David Wallechinsky in The Complete Book of the
Olympics (1984 edition) adds this information:
[When a third Greek, Spiridon Belokas (spelled "Velokas" by Mezos), crossed the finish line,] "the fourth
place finisher, Gyula Kellner raised a protest that Belokas had ridden part of the way in a carriage. Belokas
admitted his deception, and was stripped of his awards,
as well as his shirt, and thoroughly ostracized."

•

At the center right is part of a poem in Greek attributed to Pindar.

•

Across the center is a map of Greece and Turkey
and the Aegean Sea. At first glance, it looks like a
high-laced shoe. To the right of the Greek islands is
the Greek spelling for Greece — Hellas.

•

The large rectangle at top contains a view of Athens
with the Acropolis at the upper left.

•

There is a small square in the upper left which
contains an ornamental design.

•

In the area above and to the right of the head of
Athena, Egyptians face the ancient Greek runners.

•

At the center left (left essay in Figure 1) is a large
black blob which is a stain caused by exposure to
humidity.

•

An ornamental border surrounds both designs.

In 1897, war broke out between Turkey and Greece.
Some of the designs for the remainder of the set of
twelve were used for a charity series benefiting the
war's victims.
•

Maurizio Tecardi of FIPO provided additional
details on the essays for Turkey's stamps. They are
ornate and do not lend themselves well to reproduction.
Measurement from perforation to perforation is
about 3 x 3.5 cm. The drawings are watercolors on
paper which are affixed to cardboard. Both essays are
perforated either by hand or machine. Colors are yellow/pale brown and dark brown on one design. The
other drawing is in light blue/gray and gray. Both
designs are similar; the denomination is 25 paras. The
complicated design is explained as follows:
•

At bottom left is the face of Athena flanked by two
winged horses.

•

At bottom right are ancient runners moving toward
the left. Below them is the inscription "Olympic
Games" in Greek with the date 1896 below that. At
bottom is " 2 5 " at both ends of a scroll.
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Figure 2. An enlargement of the left essay
in Figure 1. From the collection of Maurizio Tecardi.
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Figure 1. A page from a postage stamp project for the Ottoman Empire by Patrocle Campankis, an
architect. Arrows point to the two Olympic drawings. They are part of a set of twelve designs.
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On Sports and Olympic Exhibiting
I was quite surprised when I received a letter from
Manfred Bergman regarding some historical facts pertaining to my column in the previous issue of the Journal of Sports Philately. The letter wasn't the real surprise. Rather, it was the fact that when I went to my
library shelf to pull the issue to which he was referring
(January 1995), the issue was not to be found. It turned
out that Manfred's issue was received in Switzerland
more than a week before my copy was received in
California! In talking to Mark Maestrone, there turned
out to be an explanation — the overseas copies are
mailed first. Mystery solved.
Manfred Bergman's comments relate to my discussion of Conrad Klinkner's 1932 Olympic Games exhibit
and especially to the suggestions I offered for expansion
of his exhibit. Manfred's comments are herewith quoted:
1. The first Olympic Village was built in 1924 in Paris.
Whilst it is true that it was used principally during the
day and only a few athletes spent the night there, it was
still defined as an Olympic Village. There was even a
small post office where a very famous post mark was issued. For further information on the Olympic Village
you can consult the official report.

JZ

by James Bowman

2. The Olympic flame burning in a brazier was first used
in Amsterdam in 1928.
3. I think the chapter for 1932 and 1936 on the problems of amateurs and professionals is good. One could
add here some stories about Nurmi and Thorpe and
what happened to them in 1932.
4. Finally, Richard D. Mandell's
Olympics is full of mistakes.

book on the Nazi

I appreciate the comments received from Manfred
and hope that other readers of these columns will share
their knowledge and views from time to time.
Also in the last issue, I discussed the merits of
exhibiting at the American Topical Association's annual
TOPEX. This is a national level show where one is able
to qualify for competitive level competition at OLYMPHILEX 96 if an exhibit receives at least a vermeil
medal in open competition (adults) or a silver-bronze
(youth). One may also qualify for the promotion class
with a silver (adult) or bronze (youth). TOPEX/NEVPEX 95 is scheduled to be held at the Reno/Sparks
Convention Center the weekend of July 7-9, in Reno,

e—eL

Figure 1. Belgium acceptance for the 1939 Olympic Flight of the Hindenburg required additional
German franking of 50 pfg for postal cards because Belgium had no airmail treaty with Germany.
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Nevada. The prospectus and entry form can be obtained
from Ed Hartley, 6015E South Virginia St. #473, Reno,
Nevada 89502 USA. The entry deadline is June 15,
1995.
This is an excellent opportunity for sports and
Olympic exhibitors who have yet to qualify for OLYMPHILEX 96. Even if your exhibit doesn't qualify, you
can be assured that you will receive a useful critique
that will enable you to make improvements.
Earlier in this column the name of Paavo Nurmi,
the great Finnish Olympian, was mentioned by Manfred
Bergman as a possible subject for "stories." That raised
my interest and so I will share one of these "stories"
about him.
Nurmi was declared ineligible for the 1932 Olympics by the I.A.A.F. (International Amateur Athletic
Federation) because he was considered to be a professional , having accepted payments in excess of expenses
while on an exhibition tour. The suspension was handed
down only a week prior to the 1932 Olympic Marathon
race which he had been favored to win. It became
known that the president of the Swedish track federation, J. Sigfrid Edstrom, had demanded Nurmi's disqualification. The Finns were so disturbed that it is
reported that their National Railway Administration went
so far as to cancel an order for railway cars contracted
with a firm headed by Mr. Edstrom. The story doesn't
end here.
Twenty years later, the reclusive Nurmi surprised
those attending the opening ceremonies of the 1952
Helsinki Olympics by running the last lap of the Olympic torch run to light the Olympic flame. It is said that
the only reason that Nurmi elected to participate in the
opening ceremonies was because he saw it as an act of
revenge against Edstrom who would be in the stadium
for his last Olympics as IOC President.
The story just related is a good example of information that can be dug out if one only takes the time to
look beyond the usual catalogs and more popular references. It makes great fodder for unusual theme developments. For more interesting information about Paavo
Nurmi and other athletes, I recommend a book by
William O. Johnson, Jr., All That Glitters Is Not Gold...
An Irreverent Look at the Olympic Games (1972).
I'll wind up this column with a Show and Tell from
my collection. I would also like to encourage readers to
send me a copy of a favorite philatelic item related to
sports or Olympics for sharing with other SPI members.
My Show and Tell relates to the airship ceremonies of the 1936 Summer Olympic Games in Berlin. The
Hindenburg departed Frankfurt Rhein-Main Airport in
the early morning of August 1 for Berlin for an appearance over the Olympic Stadium. At about 3 p.m.,
the Hindenburg arrived over the stadium and is reported
to have dipped its nose in salute to the crowd attending
the Opening Ceremonies.

Journal of Sports Philately

The flight carried about 120,000 pieces of mail
which received the special magenta flight confirmation
cachet (Figure 1). Before returning to Frankfurt, the
Hindenburg flew over the Berlin-Tempelhof Airfield for
a planned mail drop to the tarmac of some 40 bags of
mail. The fee was 100 pfg for letters and 50 pfg for
postal cards.
Mail originating from outside of Germany was
carried on the flight. Such items are extremely collectible and they fall within two categories: countries
having an air mail treaty with Germany, and those that
did not. The latter are far more difficult to acquire.
Mail from countries without airmail treaties entered
Germany with franking of the originating country. This
mail was also required to have German franking to pay
the required airmail rate for the special flight.
The illustrated example is a non-treaty acceptance
from Belgium which required added German franking of
50 pfg (postal card rate). Other countries having no
airmail treaties with Germany at the time were France,
Luxembourg, Iceland, and Sweden.
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1996 Atlanta Olympic Games

by Norman F. Jacobs, Jr.

ACOG Incoming Mail Marking

French 1996 Postcards

Although plans for using meters by the Atlanta
Committee for the Olympic Games (ACOG) have not
yet been formalized, I will notify SPI members when
(if) this finally occurs. In the meantime, you may be
interested to see the incoming mail marking which is
applied to some items as they are received in the ACOG
mail room. As shown in Figure 1, this is a large circular black ink marking which indicates that the item
has been examined and may be delivered to the addressee within ACOG. The Atlanta 1996 logo appears inside
the 1-7/8" circle, with no date. From the pieces I have
seen, I would conclude that it is primarily applied to
larger envelopes, although sometimes to smaller ones
as well. Both domestic and international mail is marked
in this fashion.

Postcards with 1996 Olympic Games themes have
appeared in France as well as in the U.S. Figure 2
shows a humorous card commemorating the 100 year
anniversary of the modern Olympic Games, with a
caption that translates, "Push, so I can improve my
record!" The card was produced in a limited edition of
500 full-color cards, and was submitted courtesy of Bob
Farley, the editor of Torch Bearer. The artist, Mika, is
a well-known French cartoonist whose work has appeared in French daily newspapers and sporting journals. In Figure 3 a different French artist makes note of
the ill-fated attempt by ACOG to add golf to the 1996
Olympic Games. Although golf was not included in the
original bid plans, ACOG proposed the Augusta National Golf Club as the site for Olympic golf. Unfortunately,
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t/JflFigure 1. ACOG incoming mail marking, in black, applied to mail before distribution.
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1896-1996
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Figure 2. A humorous French postcard commemorating
the 100th anniversary of the Olympic Games.
this decision led to opposition from prominent members
of Atlanta's city government, who objected to the Augusta club's history of excluding women and minorities
from membership. (The Augusta National Golf Club has
one black member who was admitted in 1990.) Although
all athletes would have been allowed to participate, the
choice of venue sufficiently outraged some civil rights
leaders that they had planned to demonstrate in the
streets during the meeting between ACOG and the IOC
in March of 1993. Faced with this unpleasant possibility, and following some cryptic remarks by Mr. Samaranch in an interview with an Italian newspaper to the
effect that he doubted that any new sports would be
admitted for 1996, ACOG withdrew plans for a golf
competition on January 29, 1993. The postcard in
Figure 3 refers to the "third death of Olympic golf."
To my knowledge, golf has not been an Olympic sport
since 1904, but perhaps one of SPI's golf collectors can
shed some light on this fact.

AO-IZY-15
AO-IZY-16
AO-IZY-17
AO-IZY-20
AO-IZY-21
AO-IZY-22
AO-IZY-23
AO-IZY-24

Izzy
Izzy
Izzy
Izzy
Izzy
Izzy
Izzy
Izzy

diving
the gymnast
playing field hockey
wearing a judogi i^ndo)
rowing
playing table tennis
playing volleyball
playing waterpolo

Each of the designs includes the words "Atlanta
1996" as well as the Atlanta logo. The code numbers
which have been skipped may reflect other designs
which have not yet been put on sale. I'll watch for
those.
Just this week I have seen a new version of some of
the postcards reproducing the official posters from
previous Olympic Games. These new, redesigned cards
have the same control numbers as the old versions, but
have different borders and much better color rendition.
Since they have the same code numbers, I suspect the
original ones, which are the versions that have been sent
to SPI members who ordered cards, will no longer be
available. I would guess that the first version, while not
as pretty as the new ones, will be much scarcer in the
long run. Figures 4 and 5 show the old and new ver-

La troisieme mort Q Q Q
du golf olympique
^ ^
Les golfoursne seront
pas a Atlanta en 1996.
Pourtant, il en etait
fortement question..

Atlanta Olympic Postcards
Part III
A number of new Atlanta Olympic official postcards
have been authorized by ACOG and are now being sold
at the Olympic Experience store and at card shops in
Atlanta.
AO-ATH-Olv
AO-ATH-02v
AO-ATH-03v
AO-ATH-04v
AO-IZY-08v
AO-IZY-09v
AO-IZY-lOv
AO-IZY-llv
AO-IZY-12v
AO-IZY-13v
AO-IZY-14v

photo of female gymnast
photo of basketball player
photo of swimmer
photo of stadium, horse and rider
Izzy playing badminton
Izzy as a boxer
Izzy playing baseball
Izzy cycling
Izzy canoeing
Izzy riding a horse
Izzy playing soccer
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Figure 3. Due to political pressure from civil rights
groups, golf was, for the third time, eliminated as a
sport... this time at the 1996 Atlanta Games.
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Figure 4. Old version of the poster series card. Reproduction is markedly inferior to the new version depicted
in Figure 5.

Figure 5. New version of Figure 4 card. Note the manufacturers name at lower right, and the difference in
border styles.

sions of the Stockholm 1912 card. While you cannot see
the color differences, you can detect the change in the
border, with the name of the poster manufacturer now
appearing at lower right on the reissued card.
So far only a few SPI members have expressed an
interest in obtaining the larger set of Olympic cards. To
avoid duplication, I am going to modify this set to
include only cards that do not appear in set #2. The 51card set will be sold as set #3 (not 2B) IF enough
members indicate their interest in it. Set #3 will include
the Izzy cards, the new athlete cards, and the skyline
cards that show actual venues, but NOT the repetitive
series of Atlanta skylines. Please write to me if you
want this set, but do not send any payment until I can
confirm that we have enough orders to proceed. The
cost is $38 to the U.S. and $41 elsewhere, postpaid
airmail.

in the United States; $13.00 overseas (airmail).

Atlanta Olympic Postcards:
How To Order
Set #1: 16 Unofficial Atlanta Olympic-related postcards
depicting skyline views of Atlanta. Price (postpaid): $10
28
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Set #2: 13 Official Atlanta Olympic postcards. A representative sampling includes: all 8 poster cards (HM
series), two logo cards (ACOG-lOv & l l v ) , the flags
card (ACOG-12), Georgia Dome card (ATL-61) and an
Izzy sport card. Price (postpaid): $13.00 in the U.S.;
$16.00 overseas (via airmail).
Set #3: Set of 51 cards. Different from those in Sets 1
and 2. This set includes the Izzy cards, new athlete
cards, and venue skyline cards. Reserve a set from Norman Jacobs (see below). The cost of the entire set of 51
cards (postpaid): $38.00 in the U.S.; $41.00 overseas
(via airmail). DO NOT SEND MONEY FOR THIS
COMPLETE SET UNTIL YOU ARE INVOICED.
To order Set #1 or #2, send name and address and
specify which set you would like. Send cash (registered mail, please), check (in US$ drawn on a U.S. bank
and made out to "Norman Jacobs") or International
Money Order. Send your order to: Norman Jacobs, Jr.,
2712 North Decatur Rd., Decatur, GA 30033.
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Book Reviews
Tennis Philately by Lester M. Yerkes. Published by the
American Topical Association, P.O. Box 630, Johnstown, PA 15907. The cover price of Tennis Philately is
$8.00. The Handbook of Tennis Philately is still available from John La Porta, P.O. Box 2286, La Grange,
IL 60525. The price, postpaid, is $18 in the U.S., and
$20 overseas.
Tennis collectors looked forward with considerable
eagerness to a revision and updating of The Handbook
of Tennis Philately, which Les Yerkes also compiled,
and which was published by SPI in 1988. That 212-page
publication listed and illustrated all tennis stamps,
postmarks, meters, booklets, and postal stationery then
known to the author, which had been issued through
1987. The present publication, issued as Handbook #125
of the American Topical Association, is considerably
shorter (56 pages). It lists the same categories of material as those included in the first book, updated to about
1993, but does not attempt to picture them. This is
understandable, given the enormous number of stamps
and other philatelic material relating to tennis which has
appeared since 1988. To illustrate all of this material, as
was done in the first publication, would be too expensive an undertaking. But it nonetheless makes this
publication less useful to tennis collectors — particularly
new collectors — than was the first Yerkes' volume.
- D.C.

Olympia-Luftpost
(Olympic Airmail Catalogue) by
Gunter Sauer. In German. Paperback with card stock
covers (5%" x 8V4"), each item well-illustrated. In 6
parts: Part 1, 1936-1972, pp. 48; Part 2, 1976-1980,
pp. 48; Part 3, 1984, pp. 48; Part 4, 1988, pp. 56; Part
5, 1992, pp. 48; Part 6, 1994. Parts 2-6 carry updates
and addenda for previous Olympiads. Available from the
author at Franz-Stenzer-Str. 35, D-12679 Berlin, Germany. Parts 1-5 available as a set for 35 DM, plus
postage (3 DM via seamail or 24 DM for airmail). Part
6 available separately for 10 DM, plus postage (1.50 via
seamail or 10 DM for airmail).
Based on previous works in the field of Olympic
philately, the various Olympic airmail items have been
summarized in this six-part catalogue. In so doing, the
author has been able to show the actual development of
Olympic airmail philately.
For only one Olympiad was the author prevented
from presenting the full story: the Olympic Games of
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1936. The first three parts of this very useful catalogue
were published in me rormer East Germany. The German Democratic Republic prohibited the exchange or
sale of philatelic material from the Nazi period of
Germany. For this reason, Part 1 does not present the
complete picture of these Games which should have
included the Zeppelin flights of 1936. However, this is
rectified in Part 4, published in 1990 (after the fall of
the GDR) by the Aero-Philately Club of Germany.
The catalogue lists all special flights in connection
with Olympic Games and the Olympic Movement (e.g.
IOC Congresses, Sessions, etc.). Material includes team
flights, flights carrying the Olympic flame, and special
airmail events honoring the Games (among them, rocket
mail and balloon mail). Aerogrammes and other airmail
stationery are presented, as are meters from Olympic
sponsor airlines.
Examining the number of catalogued items (Part 6
ends with catalog number 508), we quickly recognize a
problem. Beginning with the 1976 Olympic Games, the
number of airmail pieces increased dramatically (see
table below). This coincided with the reduction in use of
official (postal) airmail cancels. More and more cachets
appeared on covers. For the most part, they were not
initiated by the airlines, but at least were used with their
permission. A "one-man-club" in Germany, using the
acronym TWPC, produced the majority of these products. They are identified by very beautiful cachets
commemorating small and rather exotic team flights
(from the Virgin Islands, for instance). Unfortunately,
the cachets are unique and bear the same address for
some 20-30 different flights. These covers are, without
a doubt, useful in instilling a love for Olympic philately
in beginning collectors. However, they will present
numerous problems for those wishing to exhibit them.
Part 4 contains an insert pricing each catalogue item
in the first four parts. This practice is continued in
subsequent parts. All prices are in DM.
- T.L.

Quantities of Airmail Philatelic
Items for Recent Olympics
Winter Games
Sarajevo
Calgary
Albertville
Lillehammer

Summer Games
21
33
30
53

Los Angeles
Seoul
Barcelona

24
55
51
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Reviews of Periodicals
Basketball Philatelic News
The November 1994 issue contains a number of
interesting contributions from the very active Shlomo
Vurgan of Israel, as well as a detailed explanation or
rebuttal by Luciano Calenda of a critique of his basketball catalog by another collector. Some of the short
articles included in this issue relate to the Reims-Champagne Basketball competition, Japanese telephone cards
picturing basketball action, cacheted covers of the
Peoples' Republic of China, the French Legrand Trophy
(a Europe-wide competition), and 1994 Japanese basketball cancellations (with translations of the texts). The
balance of the issue is devoted mainly to the reproduction of new philatelic basketball material.
To join the basketball study group and receive
Basketball Philatelic News regularly, write the editor,
George E. Killian, P.O. Box 7305, Colorado Springs,
CO 80933-7305.

Cricket Philately Society
THEMESCENE, the publication of the British Thematic Association, advises that a Cricket Philatelic Society
is being formed. All collectors of the sport of cricket
are welcome. Contact Derek Gallimore, The Grange, 30
Pinewoods Avenue, West Hagley, Stourbridge, West
Midlands DY9 OJF, England.

La Philatelie Thematique—
Supplement Du Groupe Sports
Issue #54 (4th quarter of 1994) of the French Thematic Association's Sports Group's periodical contains
articles on volleyball, basketball, cycling and winter
sports. A plea from the periodical's editor leads off this
issue. He indicates that unless more publishable material
is forthcoming from members, the group's periodical
will be suspended.
The articles on volleyball and basketball consist of
illustrations of philatelic material tied together with brief
text. That on cycling relates to French and Italian race
champions and the philatelic recognition they have
received. The two articles on winter sports contain more
meat. One discusses the ski stations of the French Alps.
The ski resort towns are listed and illustrated by their
"flamme" (permanent town cancel) or a comparable
meter stamp, along with brief subjective comments
about the resort's facilities. The second article is a
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report from Rene Christin on the meters of both governmental and private organizations used to publicize the
Grenoble Olympic Games. Known meter stamps are
illustrated and the meter numbers given. The author
indicates that research on this subject is not complete
and asks collectors to submit photocopies of other meter
marks of which they are aware, as well as variations on
those shown.
To receive the Sports Group's periodical one must
also be a member of the French Thematic Association
at an annual membership charge outside of Europe of
225 French francs (about US$42). Members receive the
quarterly bulletin of the Association. This is a serious,
scholarly publication containing mainly articles of
general interest to all thematic collectors, although some
are more specialized. For example, the issue for the 4th
quarter of 1994 contained an excellent article by the
Belgian exhibitor-dealer Jacques Desimpelaere explaining and illustrating the application of new FIP regulations which took effect Jan. 1, 1995. This issue also
contains a specialized article for sports/Olympics collectors relating to the variations in the postmark used at the
several venues of the 1936 Garmisch-Partenkirchen
winter games. From the point of view of American
collectors, it is unfortunate that the present franc/dollar
exchange rate makes the French Thematic Association's
membership fee almost prohibitive.

Phila-Sport §12
The full-color illustration on the front cover of this
4th quarter issue of Phila-Sport for 1994 is an attractive postcard commemorating the First World's Fair for
Olympic Collectors held in Lausanne last October. The
lead article of this issue is a report on the Fair, liberally
sprinkled with photos of the some 30 Italian sports
philatelists who attended. Other lengthy articles are a
summary discussion of U.S. commemorative postmarks
for last summer's World Cup matches, and the third
part of a history of world shooting championships,
covering those from 1947 through 1990. Subjects of
some of the short articles from various contributors are
auto racing, women's modern pentathlon, ice dancing,
softball, rugby, swimming, soccer, basketball, volleyball
and Olympic Games. This interesting material, together
with the extensive and regular coverage of new stamps,
postmarks, meters and other philatelic items, gives
evidence of the collaboration of a large number of
knowledgeable Italian sports collectors in the journal's
preparation.
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Phila-Sport is printed on semi-glossy paper. The
outside back cover of this issue is devoted to a full page
ad of the prestigious Italian stamp dealer Alberto Bolaffi, showing the miniature sheet of 10 (unpriced) of the
1896 Athens Olympics 10 drachmae stamp (Scott #128),
which the ad indicates may be unique. This publication
is financed in part by the membership of UIFOS (the
Union of Italian Olympic and Sports Philatelists), in part
through ads and in significant part by a subsidy from the
Italian National Olympic Committee. It is unfortunate
that it is accessible to so few sports and Olympics
collectors because the Italian language is not widely
known.

Tee Time #30
The December issue of the International Golf Society's quarterly journal features an article by Cora Collins
about errors, freaks and oddities which have been found
on the three U.S. golf stamps - Scott numbers 1932,

1933 and 2377. Another article concerns where the
game of golf really originated. Was it in Scotland, in
Holland or, as this article suggests, in China? French
"flamme" cancellations of the period 1988-89 which
mention golf are reproduced. A short article explains
and illustrates a balloon card (see illustration below) sent
aloft in i930 at Le Touquet, France, and found and
returned by a person who lived some 45 miles away. Its
golf connection is the cachet of "the Little Golfer of Le
Touquet."
Included with this issue of the journal is the listing
of the Society's semi-annual auction which closed in
February (190 lots) and prices realized for the previous
(August) auction (200 lots), nearly all of which sold.
Tee Time is still compiled and edited in Great
Britain but now printed and mailed in the U.S. Back
issues of the publication are available ($2.50 per issue,
post paid) and should prove a worthwhile purchase for
new collectors. Write Cora Collins, P.O. Box 2183,
Norfolk, VA 23501.
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N e W S Of O u r M e m b e r s

by Dorothy W. Crockett & Margaret Jones

New Members
1976A Popovici Constantin, P.O. Box 22-75, Bucharest,
Romania 70166. He is an engineer. (Mummert)
1977R David Buxton, Bicester Oxon, Great Britain 0X6
80R. David collects Olympic postal cards. (Jones)
1978R Jorge A. Raichman, 7500 Beechnut #214, Houston, TX 77074-4392. A doctor, Jorge collects
soccer. (Jones)
1979R Bob Burns, P.O. Box 46133, Plymouth, MN
55446. Bob is self-employed and collects ball
sports, bowling and auto racing. (La Porta)
1980A Helmut O. Mensch, CDH, Wachmann Sir. 51,
D-28209 Bremen, Germany. Helmut is a lawyer,
and specializes in rowing philately. (Mummert)
1981A Thomas J. D'Arcy, 1 Vale St., Heathmont,
Victoria, Australia 3135. Retired, Thomas collects
the summer Olympics, cricket, rugby, Commonwealth Games, and grand prix racing. (Mummert)
1982R Bruce D. Bauer, c/o Twin City Nursery, 4491
Long Avenue, White Bear, MN 55110. Bruce is a
nurseryman and collects speedskating. (Jones)
Total Membership, January 1, 1995

399

New Addresses:
Sherwin D. Podolsky, 3074 Sapphire Avenue, Simi
Valley, CA 93063.
Andrew Urushima, 964 Riverpark Lane, Boise, ID
83706.

Sports & Olympic Exhibits
Awards
National Shows
AIRPEX, sponsored by the Dayton Stamp Club, held
in September in Dayton, Ohio. The Youth Grand award
and a gold were awarded to Joyce Victoria Adams for
her exhibit "The Olympic Games — Swifter...Higher...
Stronger." She also received the AYSEC award.
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Philadelphia National Stamp Exhibition, held Sept.
30-October 2 in King of Prussia, Pennsylvania. Alice
J. Johnson received a silver, and the ATA bronze
award, for "Figure Skating."
CHICAGOPEX, sponsored by the Chicago Philatelic
Society, held in Chicago in October. Conrad Klinkner
received a silver bronze and the ATA gold award for
"Games of the Xth Olympiad, Los Angeles, 1932."
VAPEX, sponsored by the Virginia Philatelic Federation, held in November at Virginia Beach, Virginia.
Exhibiting under the pseudonym "GORUFU," Cora
Collins received a gold for her exhibit, "The Sport of
Golf." She was also awarded the ATA gold, the SPI
gold and the J. Douglas Church memorial award.
Regional and Local Shows
PEACH STATE SHOW, held in Duluth, Georgia in
October. This show is in the process of qualifying for
APS national status. Joyce Victoria Adams won a vermeil and the Youth Grand award for her exhibit "The
Olympic Games — Swifter...Higher...Stronger." She
also received the Junior Philatelists of America award
and the H.E. Harris award. A youth vermeil was also
awarded to Nicolas Palmer for "Olympic Sports," while
Jesse Jimenez received a youth silver bronze for "Olympics USA."
STEPEX '94, held in October in Horseheads, NY,
sponsored by the Elmira, New York Stamp Club. A
silver was awarded to Paul Kretschmer for " U . S . First
Day of Issue Sports Exhibit." A youth silver went to
Cacie Mead for "Olympics."
SUNPEX, sponsored by the Sunnyvale Stamp Club,
held in November in Sunnyvale, CA. Silver bronze
awards went to Vincent Leonardson for "Runners and
Blades" and to Conrad Klinkner for "Games of the Xth
Olympiad - Los Angeles, 1932."

Reminder
When requesting information from a
member of the SPI staff, please enclose
a SASE. This helps reduce our costs.
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New Stamp Issues
Information for this list has been obtained from various
sources including Linn's, STAMPS, Stamp Wholesaler, Stamp
Collector and Scott's Monthly Journal between 1 April 1994 and
31 August 1994. Those sets previously listed in this column and
which have recently been assigned Scott numbers will be placed
in a separate column. Only the denomination and sport depicted
on each stamp will be mentioned. This editor apologizes for the
delay in publishing this list.
Montserrat: 20 May 1994, World Soccer Cup USA '94. Sheetlet
of eight se-tenant stamps and four se-tenant labels: 90c, SI,
$1.15 and $3.45 depicting players, World Cup; and s/s of
four stamps each $2 denomination depicting trophy, founder
Rimet, or various soccer teams.

by Brian Bjorgo

23 June 1994, World Soccer Cup USA '94. Three stamps:
250g, 500g, and lOOOg. Designs not noted.
23 June 1994, IOC Centenary. Two stamps: 350g runner and
400g lighting of Olympic torch.
2 Aug. 1994, Brazil World Soccer Cup Champion. Three
stamps overprinted "Brazil-World Soccer Cup Champion" on
stamps issued on 23 June: 250g, 500g, and lOOOg.
Poland: 12 Feb. 1994, Lillehammer WOG 1994. One lO.OOOzl s/s
depicting alpine skiing.
17 June 1994, World Soccer Cup USA '94. One 6000zl
stamp depicting soccer ball as globe.

Morocco: 1994, World Soccer Cup USA '94. One 4.80d stamp.
Nepal: 28 Dec. 1993, Tourism. One 5R stamp depicting white
water rafting.
Netherlands: 14 June 1994, World Equest. Games. 70c stamp.
Netherlands Antilles: 4 May 1994, World Soccer Cup USA '94.
Set of three stamps, 90c, 150c, and 175c. Designs not noted.
New Caledonia: 7 July 1994, World Soc. Cup '94. 105f stamp.
New Zealand: 18 Feb. 1994, Hong Kong 94. One of two s/s's
depicts skiing in the border ($1.80).
Nicaragua: 18 Nov. 1993, Lillehammer WOG 1994. Seven
stamps and one s/s: two 25c, 50c, 1.50C, 2C, 3C, 3.50C;
one 7.50C s/s. Each stamp depicts a different winter sport.
18 Nov. 1993, Atlanta Summer Olympics 1996. Seven stamps
and one s/s: two 25c, 50c, 1C, 1.50C, 3C, 3.SOC; one 7.50C
s/s. Each stamp depicts a summer sport.
July 1994, World Soccer Cup USA '94. Sheetlet of eight
3.00C stamps and two 10.00C s/s's. Designs not noted.
July 1994, 32nd World Championship of Amateur Baseball.
One 4.00C stamp. Design not noted.
Niue: 17 June 1994, World Soccer Cup USA '94. One $4 stamp:
trophy and flags of USA, six past winners of the World Cup.
Norway: 12 Feb. 1994, Lillehammer WOG 1994. Set of two
stamps and one s/s: 4.50k and 5.50k parade of flags; one s/s
which contains four 3.50k stamps, Opening Ceremony.
Patau: 15 June 1994, IOC Centenary/Winter Olympics Winners.
One 29c stamp and sheetlet of 16 29c stamps; six s/s's: 50c
(two), $1 (three) and one $2. Depicted are various personalities and athletes, e.g., Coubertin, Moser, Heiden, Witt,
Kerrigan, and Jansen.
Paraguay: 20 May 1994, 50th Anniversary of Sports Corporation.
Three stamps: 50g basketball, 200g soccer, and 250g tennis.

Portugal: 27 Jan. 1994, IOC Centenary. Se-tenant pair of lOOesc
stamps depicting Olympic flame.
7 June 1994, World Soccer Cup USA '94. Set of two stamps:
lOOesc foot, soccer ball and map; 140esc players feet, ball.
Romania: 12 Feb. 1994, Lillehammer WOG 1994. Set of six
stamps and one s/s: 70L downhill skiing, 115L slalom, 125L
bobsled, 245L cross-country skiing, 255L ski jumping, 325L
ice dancing; one 1590L s/s depicts luge.
17 June 1994, World Soccer Cup USA '94. Six stamps and
one s/s: each stamp shows two players and flags of four
countries; 90L, 130L, 150L, 280L, 500L, 635L; 2075L s/s.
23 June 1994, International Year of Sport and the Olympic
Ideal. Four stamps and one s/s: all stamps show ancient
athletes; 150L, 280L, 500L and 635L; s/s 2075L honors the
80th anniversary of the Romanian Olympic Committee.
Russia (Noginsk local): 1994, World Soccer Championship. Two
semipostal overprints on USSR Scott #5277: 360r+90r on
50k; 450r+150ron 50k.
5 July 1994, Third Goodwill Games in St Petersburg. One
lOOr stamp depicting symbolic athlete, stylized stadium track
and emblem of games.
5 July 1994, IOC Centenary. One lOOr stamp, Olympic flag.
St. Pierre and Miquelon: 14 Feb. 1994, Bowl Game (La Petanque). One 5.10f stamp. Design not noted.
St. Tomas and Principe: 1 Oct. 1992, Summer Olympic Games
in 1992 and 1996. Nine stamps and four s/s's: one 50db
stamp, eight 300db stamps, one 80Odb s/s and three lOOOdb
s/s's. Each depicts various sports, emblems or mascots.
St. Vincent: 2 Sep. 1993, Qualifying Rounds for World Soccer
Cup Championship in USA. Four stamps: 5c, 10c, 65c, and
$5 depict teams from various western hemisphere nations.
St Vincent and Grenadines: 3 Oct. 1993, Nolan Ryan. One 30c
stamp with portrait and action shot of Ryan.
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22 March 1994, Turin's Juventus Soccer Club. Set of eleven
$1 stamps depicting photos of players; one $6 s/s depicts
owner, coach and cups.
12 May 1994, World Soccer Cup USA '94. Eight 50c stamps
each depicting teams that qualified, trophy and emblem.
San Marino: 31 Jan. 1994, Lillehammer WOG 1994/Gold Medalists. S/S of eight 750L stamps with four different designs and
depicting various medalists. Scott #1299.
11 March 1994, IOC Centenary. One 600L, IOC flag.
23 May 1994, World Soccer Cup USA '94. Se-tenant strip
of five 600L stamps. Designs not noted.

issued in a booklet of five stamps.
Tonga: 1 June 1994, World Soccer Cup USA '94. Two se-tenant
pairs of stamps depicting logo of event and players; two 80s
and two 2pa stamps.
Tunisia: 26 March 1994, African Soccer Cup. Set of three stamps
each depicting players; 180m, 350m, and 450m values.
Turks & Caicos Islands: July 1994, World Soccer Cup USA '94.
Seven stamps: 8c, 10c, 50c, 65c, 80c, $1, $1.10; and two
s/s's with a $2 stamp. All stamps depict various players or
teams from participating nations.
Aug. 1994, West Indies-England Cricket Match. Set of four
stamps: 15c, 20c, 50c, and 65c; and one $1 s/s.

Saudi Arabia: 1994, IOC Centenary. Two stamps: 75h, 150h.
Senegal: 1994, 16th Paris-Dakar Rally. Set of three stamps, 145f,
180f and 220f depict scenes of race cars.

Tuvalu: 1 June 1994, World Soccer Cup USA '94. Set of four
stamps and one s/s: all stamps depict a player and scene from
the country; 40c, 50c, 60c, and $1.50 stamps and $2 s/s.

Slovakia: 1994, Lillehammer WOG 1994. One 2sk stamp depicting a ski jumper and Olympic rings.

Uganda: June 1994, World Soccer Cup USA '94. One 2500/- s/s
which depicts player from Netherlands.

17 May 1994, World Soccer Cup USA '94. One 2sk stamp.

Uruguay: 1993. Braziliana 93/World Soccer Cup Champions. One
s/s with two 2.50p stamps depicting soccer players.

23 June 1994, Slovak Olympic Committee. One 8sk stamp.
Slovenia: 11 March 1994, 60th Anniversary of Ski Jumping
Championship at Plancia. One sheetlet of four 70t se-tenant
stamps depicting jumpers of 1934 and today.

22 Oct. 1993, Whitbread Around-the World Yacht Race. One
s/s with 5p stamp showing yachts and map of race.
March 1994, World Conference of Sports. One 4p, runner.

10 June 1994, IOC Centenary. One lOOt stamp depicting five
planets (representing Olympic rings) and flags of the 11
founding countries of the IOC.

1994, Philatelic Club of Uruguay/World Soccer Cup/WOG.
Two 5.00p s/s's each with four 1.25p stamps. Designs not
noted. Issued both perforate and imperforate.

10 June 1994, World Soccer Cup USA '94. One 44t stamp
depicting the earth as a giant soccer ball.

Vanuatu: 18 Feb. 1994, Vanuatu Charitable Organizations/Hong
Kong 94. One stamp of a four-value set depicts a charity
horse race. Denomination of stamp is 25v.

Sweden: 26 Aug. 1994, Sweden-Finland Track and Field Meet.
Booklet of four 4.45kr stamps of two designs depicting one
Swedish athlete and one Finnish athlete.
Switzerland: 15 March 1994, Switzerland's Soccer Team Qualifying for World Soccer Cup. One 80c, soccer players.
15 March 1994, Anniversaries and Events. One stamp of
three value set commemorates the 50th anniversary of the
Swiss Sports School, a 60c stamp depicts symbolic runners.
Tajikistan: 1993, Summer Olympics 1992 in Barcelona. One s/s
depicting athletes on a 50rub stamp.
Tanzania: Dec. 1993, World Soccer Cup USA '94. Set of seven
sumps: 20/-, 30/-, 70/-, 250/-, 300/-, 350/-, 400/-; and two
s/s's each with 500/- stamp. Players from various countries.
Jan. 1994, Black Athletes. Se-tenant sheet of eight stamps:
20//-, 40/-, 50/-, 70/-, 100/-, 150/-, 200/-, 400/-; and one s/s
with 500/- stamp. Stamp depict an outstanding USA athlete.
July 1994, World Soccer Cup USA '94 Finals. One sheetlet
of eight stamps all 300/-, and two 1000/- s/s's.
Thailand: 23 June 1994, IOC Centenary. Set of five stamps: 2B,
3B, 5B, 6B, and 9B depicting various sports. The 2B was
Journal of Sports Philately

Viet Nam P.R.: 5 Feb. 1992, Albertville WOG 1992. Set of five,
winter sports: 200d, 2000d, 4000d, 5000d, 6000d.
28 March 1992, Barcelona Summer Olympics 1992. Set of
seven stamps: 400d, 600d, lOOOd, 3000d, 4000d, 5000d,
6000d; and one lOOOOd s/s. All stamps depict summer sports.
14 May 1992, European Soccer Sweden. Four stamps and
one s/s each depicting soccer scenes: 200d, 2000d, 4000d,
5000d; and 9000d s/s.
1 Aug. 1992, Phu Dong Sports Festival. One 200d stamps
depicting symbolic athlete, flame and emblem.
30 March 1993, World Soccer Cup USA '94. Set of three
stamps depicting soccer scenes: 200d, 1500d, and 7000d.
Virgm Islands: June 1994, World Soccer Cup USA '94. Four
stamps and one s/s: 15c, 45c, 65c, 90c, and $2 s/s.
Wallis and Futuna: 23 June 1994, World Soccer Cup USA '94.
One 105f stamp. Design not noted.
Western Samoa: 11 April 1994, Manu Samoa Rugby Team. Four
stamps depicting scenes and players: 70s, 90s, 95s, and 4t.
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Commemorative Sports Cancels
THE NUMBERING
SYSTEM
Catalogue numbers are shown at left,
such as 88101-911. In this example:
88=Year[1988]
1= Month [January]
01 = First day of use
-911=First 3 ZIP code digits
The months of October, November and
December are 2-digit months, and are
expressed as X, Y, and Z respectively.
The place of use is listed next, followed by the dates of use. All cancels are
in black unless otherwise specified.
The numbering system is from the
Commemorative Cancel Catalog published
by General Image, Inc., PO Box 335,
Maplewood, NJ 07040, and is used with
their kind permission.

Artwork Unavailable
Brandon Balloon Festival
& Marathon Station

SoirhVest Conference Champions
Cotton Bow) S t a t i o n ^ 7 9 4 0 9 '

•*** « ^plema, 13,1995

£tW IT jc3tdtVfc»
2-4

94Z02-335 BRANDON,FL

95123-794 LUBBOCK.TX
••.•7V »

23

95129-331 MIAMI.FL

29

1994 NCAA
Division I Men's Soccer Chamoionsnip
DBO.9,

1994

DAVTDSCN
94Z09-280 DAVIDSON,NC

STAGG BOWL STATION
SALEM, VIRGINIA 24153
DECEMBER 10, 1994

94Z10-241 SALEM,VA

Artwork Unavailable
Babe Ruth Station

10

95206-212 BALTIMORE.MD

STREET PARTY STATION
DEC
1994
GAINESVILLE FL
32608

SPORTS CROSS INDEX
DEC. ' 9 4 - J A N . ' 9 5
BASEBALL: 95206-212.
BASKETBALL: 94622-772.
FIGURE SKATING: 95115-127.
FOOTBALL: 94Z10-241, 94Z29-326,
94Z29-857, 95101-911, 95123-794,
95129-331.
MARATHON: 94Z02-335.
SKIING,CROSS-COUNTRY: 95212-550.
SOCCER: 94Z09-280, 947xx-752.

by Mark C. Maestrone

94Z29-326 GAINSVILLE.FL

29-30

SKI RACE

12

95212-550 MORA.MN

I U C W H AaUlONat

94Z29-857 TUCSON,AZ

ADDENDA

GOT
ROCKETS
STATION

DOSE fARUDE STATION
PASADEHA C»
JANUARY 1

95101-911 PASADENA,CA

f w i n . n n nomniHixmti

1-2

94622-772 HOUSTON, TX

22

t/SPS

95115-127 LIVINGST.MN..NY
36
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Olympic Games
1896 -1996

b

Auctions
Want List Service
Always Buying, Selling and Trading

Winner's Medals, Participation Medals, Commemorative Medals,
Badges, Pins, Torches, Official Reports, Posters, Programs, Tickets,
Seals, Books, Postcards, Souvenirs etc.
SEND
$ 1 0 . 0 0 (Domestic)

FOR OUR NEXT ILLUSTRATED CATALOG
& PRICES REALIZED
Annual Subscription (3 Catalogs) available for
$20.00/yr. (Domestic) & $30.00/yr. (Overseas)

$ 1 5 . 0 0 (Overseas)

• '•'••'•••: i<-
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Ingrid O'Neil
P.O. Box 962
- s ^ East Lansing MI 48826
Y

Tel: (517) 337-1569
Fax: (517) 337-7638 ^ .

Inernet: http://www.infopost.com/olympics

ff

Heiko V o l k
Olympia-Philatelie
Friedrich-Ebert-Str. 85-Eostbox-344X^D-64715 Michelstadt, Germany
Tel. 06061-4899 Fa5cT06061-73631

Heiko Volk
Olympia-Philatelie
Erbacher StraBe
D-6120 Michelstadt
Besuche nach Vereinbarung
Te). 06061-4899

• Ankauf • Verkauf • Seratung
Spezialversandservice
in alle Welt.

OLYMPIADE

'"MEXICO
19 7 0

und

FUSSBALL

Briefmarken, Blocks, Kleinbogen. FDCs,
- Klassik bis heute Sonderstempel, Freistempel, Ganzsachen, Programme, Photos.
.
Postkarten, Vignetten, Autogramme, Eintrittskarten, Bucher,
""^^
Anstecknadeln sowie andere Besonderheiten
4r

[FOOTBALL
Championnat
j g ^ D U MOM!

